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About This Game

Welcome to the wild horse adventure of your lifetime! Start in a mystic forest and then explore different worlds such as
paradise islands and magical caves by completing a variety of challenging quests. As you level up you can unlock different horse

breeds and take them out into the online world.

- Interact in an online multiplayer world while you make friends, role play and explore.
- Racing competitions against AI as well as other online players.

- A variety of realistic and fantasy horse breeds from Mustangs, Clydesdales and Friesians.
- Decorate your horse with accessories such as leg wraps, masks and bows won in racing competitions and show off your style to

online friends.
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Great game!. This game is awesome I love it. I have a pegasus unicorn and a pegasus foal.. I really want to like this game and
grind up all the horses and levels and things, but you really just hit a wall and it becomes impossible.

As you level up you get less and less from racing to the point where you can't even make a profit. Then your only option
becomes free runs but those take much longer, and the game will generate jump patterns which are impossible to make. Plus
there are no iframes when you hit something, so you can end up losing 2 lives before getting control of your horse again.

I know it's silly to want to tryhard this game, but it's also silly that you can't really get beyond lv 21 when there is more content
after that.. I like the game because I get run around as a horse and I have never seen a game like this one, I also get to dress up
my horse like a popstar! can not wait for new features.. It if funn!. Fun little game. You find yourself wanting that horse and
realise you need to be around level 28 for it. There is no pay to win (that I can see) and the game doesnt make you feel like you
want to pay for things. Its quite easy to farm\/grind out the money and such. I use this game as a little time killer. It would be
cool for more open flat lands, and maybe some more horses, always more horses :D Also there is online racing to race other
people horses and its fun to see if you can destroy them or lose.. Key to note: the "online world" is instanced to 12 players but
the races pull from multiple instances so the queues are always working. The game runs comparable to many app\/Facebook
style games, easy to learn and casual. The background music is ambiotic and peaceful, very relaxing and enjoyable. The horse
customizations are cute. Racing is interesting, wouldn't say it's my favorite nor least favorite activity. So far, the game is
enjoyable and would recommend, but not perfect. I would like to see more of Foxie's games available on Steam. I will update
this review as I learn\/play more :) Thanks for reading and have a wonderful holiday season!. realy good game i would give this
game 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 love and likes and stars recommend
this game to horse lovers
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